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When: August 27-30, 2015
Where: Flagstaff, Arizona- Heratage Square, Flagstaff Brewing Company, Mia’s Lounge, Firecreek Coffee
Comapny, The Green Room, and The Speak Easy
What: ;I[ERXXSGIPIFVEXIXLIEVXWERHFVMRKGSQQYRMX]XSKIXLIVXSPEYKLGV]TSRXM½GEXIVINSMGI
relax, have fun, and learn something new. We want people to experience Art, Music, Film and More in an
IRZMVSRQIRXXLEXMWR´XGSR½RIHXSQYWIYQ[EPPWSVSXLIVTPEGIWXLEXVIUYMVIYWXSOIITSYVZSMGIWHS[R8LI
EVXMWXQYWMGMERW½PQQEOIVWERHGYPXYVIQEOIVW[LSEVIGSQMRKXSKIXLIVXSWLEVIXLIMV[SVOEX%1*1EVI
passionate about the stories they tell and are dedicated to sharing them with the world. We aim to connect
EVXQYWMG½PQERHGYPXYVIPSZIVW[MXLGEVIJYPP]GYVEXIHSJJIVMRKWSJGVIEXMZIEGLMIZIQIRX
Who: We are a community of storytellers expressing our voices through artistic mediums. We bring
WXSV]XIPPIVWERH½PQQEOIVWXSKIXLIVXSWYTTSVXIRGSYVEKIERHWLEVIXLIWXSVMIWXLEXGSRRIGXYWXSXLI[SVPH
around us and to each other. Our audience is a highly desirable bunch of culture creators, and their fans a
curious breed of independent thinkers who are always in search of adventure. Early adopters who are highly
TEWWMSREXIEFSYXEVXQYWMG½PQXIGLRSPSK]ERHLMKLP]WIPIGXMZIEFSYXXLIKSSHWERHWIVZMGIWXLI]GSRWYQI
Why: We believe stories and the artists that reveal them on screen, canvas, stage, walls, and beyond have the
ability to shape our world for the better through original voices and visions. We are committed to producing
an annual festival that will not only provide an artistic forum for the community, but will stimulate economic
growth and support local businesses. We know that if you succeed, we succeed, and we want to help you
½RHXLIFIWXIZIRXQEVOIXMRKWXVEXIK]XSVIEGLSYVEYHMIRGI[LMGLMWEPWS]SYVEYHMIRGI3YVWTSRWSVWLMT
STTSVXYRMXMIWEVIHIWMKRIHXSQE\MQM^I]SYVFYHKIXERHSFNIGXMZIW
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Presenting
$5,000

Premire
$2,500

Transferable general passes

50

20

10

6

2

Tickets for screenings or show
Transferable VIP tickets

20
12

14
8

8
4

4
2

2

back page

full page

1/2 page

1/4 page

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

Signature Supporting Advocate
$500
$1,000
$250

Logo on website
Promotional E-blasts

Stage or screen sponsor
Program ad
Targeted press releases
Prominent logo placement
Category exclusivity
Hotel accommodations
Exclusive naming rights

±-X %1*1*IWX [EWXLIQSWXYRTVIXIRXMSYW½PQJIWXMZEPSVE[EVHGIVIQSR]-´ZIIZIVFIIRXS-XLMROMXLEWE
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SPECIAL EVENT PARTNERS
Awards Sponsor- $500
Awards to include Made in Flag Award, Made in AZ Award, Social Justice Documentary Award, Artist Award
Ticket Sponsor- $500
Your company logo and web address will be seen on our tickets and purchased pre-sale tickets by over 2,500 attendees!
Workshop Sponsor- $500
Engage with industry professionals as the presenting sponsor for all of the festival’s workshops hosted by SEO
experts, agents and casting directors and screenwriters.
Vendor Tables- $100
,SWXEXEFPIEXER]SJSYV½PQQYWMGERHEVXTVIQMIVIW

PROGRAMMING HIGHLIGHTS
%[EVH[MRRMRK½PQWEVXMWX+VERX/SWL6E]QSRH7GL[EV^SRI½PQ[MXLXLEXKY]]SY´PPVIGSKRM^IERHSJGSYVWI
there will be panels with SEO experts, Agents and Casting Directors and a couple of screenwriters.We will bring
great musical talent to the stage for the after parties as well, including actor Gary Farmer (Dead Man) and his band
8LI8VSYFPIQEOIVWEPSRK[MXL1MWWMWWMTTM,MP'SYRXV]&PYIWPIKIRHW'IHVMG&YVRWMHI4VSNIGX&YHHLE&EWW8LI1E]E
Spectra and more!
Contact: Rand Jenkins | 928.607.2936 | randjenkins77@yahoo.com
Presented by Christopher Foundation for the Arts and Film 4 Change | !"#"#$%&'()"

